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Many proofs are available ([1], [2], [3]) forthe famous and important theorem in geometryknown as Ptolemy’s theorem. For our discussion,
we consider the proof presented by Shirali ([1]). In his
article, he described a simple geometrical proof of the
theorem and presented two elegant applications. He noted
that the proof ‘presents a challenge’ because from the
statement of the theorem we get no clue on how to tackle it.
In the proof, there arises a crucial idea of locating a point E
on a diagonal of the quadrilateral that enables the
construction of two similar triangles. A recent demonstration
by Tunsteno [2] demonstrates a simple and intuitively
appealing method for locating the point E. We present it
here for the benefit of school students and teachers.
Statement of Ptolemy’s theorem
Theorem. If ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral, then we have the
following equality:
AB · CD+ BC · AD = AC · BD. (1)
In words: “The sum of the products of opposite pairs of sides
of a cyclic quadrilateral is equal to the product of the
diagonals” (see Figure 1).
The crucial idea in the proof described by Shirali is to locate a
point E on diagonal AC such that △CDE ∼ △BDA (this
amounts to CDE = BDA; see Figure 2).
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Locate point E on AC such






Figure 2. Point E is located on diagonal AC such that CDE = BDA
Tungsteno’s method of locating the point E
The idea proposed by Tungsteno [2] is ingenious.
We rotate △BDC around vertex D as pivot
(clockwise) through ADB, so that the image of
side DB lies along line DA. Let the image of the
triangle be △B1DC1 (see Figure 3). Let C1D
intersect diagonal AC at E. Since
B1DC1 = BDC, it follows that
C1DC = ADB. That is, EDC = ADB.
Similarly, we rotate △ADB around vertex D as
pivot (counterclockwise this time) through















∴ DAC = DB1C1
∴ AE ∥ B1C1
∴ △DAE ∼ △DB1C1
∴ AE : B1C1 = DA : DB1
∴ AE = BC · AD
BD
Figure 3. △DB1C1 is the image of △DBC under a clockwise rotation about D through ADB















∴ DCE = DB2A2
∴ EC ∥ A2B2
∴ △DEC ∼ △DA2B2
∴ EC : A2B2 = DC : DB2
∴ EC = AB · CD
BD
Figure 4. △DA2B2 is the image of △DAB under a counter-clockwise rotation about D through BDC
DC. Let the image of the triangle be △A2DB2 (see
Figure 4). Since
A2DB2 = ADB = C1DC = EDC, it
follows that side A2D lies along side C1D, so the
intersection of A2D with diagonal AC yields the
very same point E as earlier.
From the derivations shown in Figure 3 and
















∴ AC · BD = BC · AD+ AB · CD. (2)
Thus we prove Ptolemy’s theorem easily by this
method. 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